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INTERNET GAMBLING: FAIR GAME IN THE UNITED STATES?

By Brandice N. Wells
Department of Accounting
Advisor: Dr. John M. Norwood
Department of Accounting

Introduction:

Until a few years ago people had to travel, often outside
their own state, to a "brick-and-mortar" casino to play slot
machines or blackjack. People had to gather a group of friends
to play poker, and people had to drive to a convenience store to
buy a lottery ticket. All of these things, however, are becoming
ways of the past. Yes, people still do all those things, but millions
of people have found another way to gamble-Dn the internet.
The internet has altered many aspects of everyday life, and
gambling is one activity that has drastically changed. Now,
someone who wants to participate in any type of gambling
'simply hast~ connect his or her computer to the internet and log
onto a website.
Due to accessibility, anonymity, and speed; among other
factors, internet gambling is one of the fastest growing forms of
,, entertainment in the United States today. Online gaming brought
in an estimated $8.3 billion of revenue in 2004,with projected
revenues.reachinf$12.5
(Catania,2005).
billion by2006
This
highly controversial pastime has many opponents as well as
participants. Currently, there' is no federal law specifically
addressing gambling via an internet connection, although several
have'been proposed.: The existing law most often applied to
internet gambling is 18 U.S.C. B ·1084, also known as the
Interstate Wire Act. This law, however, was passed in 1961, predating the existence of the internet, and the application of this law
is disputed by many. The Department of Justice has taken the
position that this law criminalizes internet gambling and has
used the statute in a number of situations and cases. Additionally,
several other federal and state statutes apply to this issue. On the
international level, the World Trade Organization has recently
ruled that the United. States' position on internet gambling
violates globaltrade rules. As evidenced by the legal issues
mentioned above, there is much uncertainty relating to the
··
legality of internet gambling.
Despite the apparent ambiguity in the law, millions of
people, .~specially.· Americans,. are participating. in internet
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gambling. The University of Arkansas' school newspaper
recently ran a cover story about student gambling and noted that
"online poker is another popular option for students" and "is
convenient because it can be accessed by a computer" (St. John,
2004 ). This paper will report the results of a survey that has been
taken of students on the University of Arkansas campus in order
to determine the extent to which college students are partaking
in internet gambling.
Recognizing the problems associated with internet
gambling, the federal government and many state governments
want to criminalize online gambling in all forms. Several
individual states, however, are taking efforts to regulate internet
gambling to take advantage of tax revenue opportunities. In
2003, the United States House of Representatives passed the
Unlawful Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, making it
illegal for banks and other financial institutions to process
transactions related to internet gambling. This bill was never
approved by the Senate; thus, Congress must begin anew this
session, and it remains to be seen what will happen during this
session.
Opponents of internet gambling argue that the moral
backlash oflegalized internet gambling is the main concern. The
National Gambling Impact Study Commission reports that
internet gambling creates problems by allowing fast, anonymous
access for underage gamblers as well as problem gamblers.
Additionally, the Commission reported that the "lack of
accountability also raises the potential for criminal activities"
(NGISC, 1999). Supporters of internet gambling, on the other
hand, argue that regulation would benefit all involved parties.
Jack Carruthers, CEO of BETonSPORTS, a popular internet
gambling company, says, "I believe regulation brings protection,
it brings certainty, and it brings quality operators to the game"
(Woellert, 2004). Additionally, due to the government's current
stance on the practice, no tax revenue is being generated by this
lucrative industry. This divisive issue will continue to be
debated by both sides until a comprehensive decision is made by
federal and state governments.
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Legality of Internet Gambling:

The internet, with its borderless and even wireless
capabilities, poses substantial enforcement and regulatory
challenges. While the legality of internet gambling is anything
but certain, there are arguments to be made on both sides of the
issue. There are also several federal and hundreds of state laws
that could be applied to internet gambling. Two federal cases
have specifically addressed the issue, and the World Trade
Organization has taken a stance on online wagering. In the
following examination of the legality of internet gambling, the
most relevant laws and cases will be reviewed. In addition, the
World Trade Organization's ruling will be discussed.
Generally, gambling in the United States is an activity
governed by individual states, falling under a state's right of
police power. States often use their police power regarding
moral issues, under which all forms of gambling can fall.
However, gambling on the internet is often conducted across
state or international borders, making application of state laws
especially complicated. For example, a U.S. citizen can place a
bet from a home computer in Arkansas which is then transmitted
across state and international borders to a server in the country
of Antigua, thereby crossing several jurisdictional borders.
State laws regarding traditional gambling vary immensely
in the United States. Utah and Hawaii are the only states that
completely ban all forms of gambling (Economist, 2004, October
2). Additionally, 39 states have lotteries, and 34 states allow
casinos. Each of these states has varying regulations and
licensing procedures associated with permitted and prohibited
forms of gambling. Arkansas statutes BB 5-66-101 through 5-66119 (2005) address gambling within the state of Arkansas.
Arkansas is one of the more conservative states regarding
gambling and prohibits both casinos and lotteries. The first
section of the law states,
"The judges of the several courts in this state shall, in
their construction of the statutes prohibiting gaming,
construe the same liberally, with a view of preventing
persons from evading the penalty of the law by
changing of the name or the invention of new names
or devices that now are, or may hereafter be, brought
into practice, in any and in all kinds of gaming, and all
general terms of descriptions shall be so construed as
to have effect, and include all such games and devices
as are not specially named; and in all cases, when
construction is necessary, it shall be in favor of the
prohibition and against the offender" (BS-66-101, 2005).
It seems likely that this section could be applied to internet
gambling and would prohibit Arkansas residents from
participation in gambling on the internet.

Nevada is a state that specifically addresses online gambling.
According to Rose (2000), "Nevada was the first state not only
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to outlaw, but also to legalize, internet gambling" (p. 4). Nevada
Revised Statutes BB 465.091 through 465.094 (2004) outlaw all
forms of making or accepting a wager through any medium of
communication other than physical presence. In Nevada Revised
StatuteB465.091 (2004), "mediumofcommunication"isdefined
as including but not limited to "mail, telephone, television,
telegraph, facsimile, cable, wire, the Internet or any other similar
medium." Interestingly, B 465.094 (2004) makes an exception
to this rule when the wager is placed by or received from a person
or establishment licensed by the state of Nevada. Nevada is
home to the gambling capital of the world, and it appears that the
state wants to protect that title, even as it applies to internet
gambling. Essentially, the Nevada statute says that internet
gambling is completely illegal unless the website is licensed by
the state. Due to the complexity and a general lack of distinct
connection to gambling via the internet that exists among state
laws (with the exception of Nevada), this report will focus
primarily on federal laws applicable to internet gambling.
Because of geographical/jurisdictional issues, the federal
government believes that federal law should be "used to protect
the states from havingtheir laws circumvented" (GAO, 2002).
Under the Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution,
the feder~l gove~ment has the right to regulate interstat,e
commerce, and all indicators are that Congress believes that
internet gambling falls under this authority.
Most Relevant United States Federal Laws
I 8 USC § 1084 (Interstate Wire Act of 1961)
18 USC§ 1952 (Travel Act)
18 USC § 1953 (Interstate Transportation of Wagering Paraphernalia Act)
28 USC § 3702 (Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act)
18 USC § 1955 (Organized Crime Control Act of 1970)
18 USC § 1956 (Money Laundering Statute)
18 USC§ 2
(Aiding and Abetting Statute)
1 '

The most pertinent federal law regarding internet gambling
is 18 USC B 1084 (2005), known as the Interstate Wire Act of
1961 and the Wire Wager Act. For purposes of brevity, this is the
only federal law that will be reviewed in this paper. This law was
originally intended to support state gambling and bookmaking
laws, but it is now being touted as the law that makes internet
gambling illegal in the United States. Section (a) of USC B 1084
(2005) 1 of the law reads as follows:
"Whoever being engaged in the business of betting or
wagering knowingly uses a wire communication
facility for the transmission in interstate or foreign
commerce of bets or wagers or information assisting
in the placing of bets or wagers on any sporting event
or contest, or for the transmission of a wire
communication which entitles the recipient to receive
money or credit as a result of bets or wagers, or for
information assisting in the placing of bets or wagers,
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shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more
than two years, or both."

On the surface this statute appears to apply conclusively to
the use of the internet to place or receive bets, but there are
several problems with that assumption. The first problem relates
to the wording "wire communication facility" and "transmission
of a wire communication." This law, passed in 1961, was clearly
intended to prohibit telephonic transmission of gambling-related
activities .. The internet, however, was not actually conceived
until the late 1960's, so the lawmakers could not have even
imagined the internet as it exists today. Additionally, new
technology may make this statute completely inapplicable.
Existing technology such as cell phones and wireless internet
capabilities already transmit information wirelessly, bypassing
any type of "wire communication facility," and one can only
imagine what technological capabilities will exist in the future.
In addition to issues regarding wire transmission, the scope
of the Interstate Wire Act brings up another issue. 18 USC B
1084 (2005) specifically mentions wagers regarding "any sporting
event or contest," and "legislative history suggests the purpose
of this Act was to regulate sports betting and activities related to
organized crime" (OGRR 1, 2003). The law seems certainly to
apply to sports betting but may not include other forms· of
gambling, such as casino games, poker, and lotteries.
Additionally, the law says that those "being engaged in the
business of betting or wagering" are punishable under this act;
therefore, internet gambling operators can be held liable, but
individual gamblers cannot be held liable under this law. Specific
intent is also difficult to determine. In order to convict under this
law, the government must prove that a website oper~ator
"lmowingly" _transmits information illegally. Many ofrthe
websites operate in jurisdictions in whiCh such' activity is legal,
and many customers of these sites also engage in the activity
legally; therefore, "the government must prove that the gambling
operator knew that a particular us~ior player was logging in.from
the United States" in order for the activity to be illegal under this
statute (OGRR 1, 2003).
Another section of the law potentially relates to telephone
service providers. Section (d) of 18 USC B 1084 (2005) reads,
"When any common carrier is notified in writing by a
Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, actirig
within its jurisdiction, that any facility furnished by it
is being used or will be ·used for the purpose of
transmitting or recei~ing gambling information in
interstate or foreign commerce in violation of Federal,
State or local law, it shall discontinue or refuse, the
leasing,fumishing,ormaintainingofsuchfacilityObut
no damages, penalty or forfeiture, civil or criminal,
shall be found against any common carrier for any act
done in compliance with any notice received from a
law enforcement agency ..."
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The above wording implies that the federal government
could essentially force telephone companies to discontinue
service to parties involved in online wagering. The government
has yet to take any action in this direction thus far.
In order to determine whether internet gambling is in fact
illegal under the Interstate Wire Act, each of the aforementioned
issues will need to be addressed, either by Congress or the courts.
The Interstate Wire Act is not the only federal law relevant to the
online gaming industry. However, it is the main one being relied
on by the federal government to suppress internet gambling. The
fact the applicability of this law to internet gambling is
questionable demonstrates the difficulty of applying present
laws to these kinds of activities.

Case Law:
Although each of the laws listed above could potentially
apply to internet gambling operators and, in some cases, individual
gamblers, there have been only a few cases involving internet
gaming in the United States. Additionally, because a number of
cases have been settled prior to trial, information is not available
on all applicable cases. Prosecution under the many federal
statutes is rare because the majority of internet gambling websites
are located and operated outside the borders of the United States,
and it is difficult for law enforcement to coerce individuals to
appear in the U.S. to stand trials (OGRR 2, 2003). In order to
avoid prosecution, website operators simply have to stay out of
the United States and operate in countries where gambling is
legal. Also, it is difficult for the United States to force extradition
of website operators from countries where online or even
conventional gambling is legal. It is also unlikely that the federal
government will decide to prosecute individual gamblers due to
the difficulty and contradictory nature of prosecuting an individual
for something they do over the internet that may be perfectly
legal to do in person, such as buying lottery tickets or playing a
casino game.
In order to prosecute a foreign defendant, two conditions
must be met-subject matterjurisdiction and personal jurisdiction.
Subject matter jurisdiction can first be determined by the "effects
test," a two-pronged test which holds that a defendant can be held
liable if their actions affect U.S. commerce or their actions result
in an effect on the United States (OGRR 3, 2003). Once the·
effects test has been met, a second test, the true conflicts test, can
be applied. The true conflicts test determines whether there is a
contradiction between the United States law and the law of the
home country of the defendant. In regards to internet gambling,
the effects test would most likely be met by offshore gambling
website operators, but the true conflicts test would be more
difficult to pass since online gambling is legal in several countries
and some form of conventional gambling is legal in most
countries (OGRR 3, 2003). Personal jurisdiction must also be
determined. There is an additional two-pronged test that
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determines the minimum contacts that are necessary to establish
personal jurisdiction. Websites which require active participation
have been upheld as meeting the personal jurisdiction requirement
(OGRR 3, 2003).
There are three prominent cases pertaining to internet
gambling, In Re: Mastercard, United States v. Cohen, and
Casino City, Inc. v. United States Department of Justice. In the
first case, In Re: Mastercard, Int'l, Inc., 313 F.3d 257 (5th Cir.
2002), plaintiffs Larry Thompson and Lawrence Bradley argued
that the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act_
(RICO), 18 USC BB 1961-1968, should allow them to avoid
paying credit card debt they had amassed from online casinos.
The plaintiffs argued that the defendants, financial institutions
MasterCard, Fleet, Visa, and Travelers Bank colluded with
numerous online casinos to create an illegal "worldwide gambling
enterprise" (In Re: Mastercard, lnt'l., Inc. at 2). They further
declared that the financial institutions aided and abetted the
illegal conduct of the online gambling websites and that the
plaintiffs' debts should be unenforceable since they are illegal.
Their case was dismissed in the district court, and the plaintiffs
appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals. The appellate court
concluded that the plaintiffs did not "prove a necessary element
of a civil RICO claim, namely that the Defendants engaged in a
pattern of racketeering activity or the collection of unlawful
debt," and the appeal was denied (In Re: Mastercard, Int'l., Inc.
at 7). Of particular interest is the court's ruling regarding the
allegation that the defendants violated the Wire Act. The court
ruled that the defendants did not violate the Wire Act because the
Wire Act applies solely to wagering on sports events or contests.
United States ofAmerica v. Jay Cohen, 260 F. 3d 68 (2"d Cir.
2001) regards a U.S. citizen, Jay Cohen, who left his job in San
Francisco to set up an online bookmaking operation, World
Sports Entertainment, in Antigua. His website accepted bets on ·
horse races, and he had thousands of customers from the United
States. As a result of an FBI undercover investigation, Cohen
was indicted on eight counts of violation of 18 USC B 1084
including the transmission in interstate or foreign commerce of
bets and wagers, transmission of a wire communication which
entitles the recipient to receive money or credit as a result of bets
or wagers, and information assisting in the placement of bets or
wagers. Cohen was convicted by a jury and received a twentyone month prison sentence. He subsequently appealed the
court's decision to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit on a number of different issues, but the Court of
Appeals affirmed the district court's ruling. Cohen also appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Court but was denied certiorari. Initially this
case seems to ~e a major blow to internet gambling operators, but
the facts of this case are complex. Cohen's business accepted
wagers over both the telephone and the internet. While the Wire
Act's application to the internet is controversial, the Wire Act
expressly prohibits making and accepting wagers over the
telephone. Therefore, there is little question that Cohen did in
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fact violate 18 USC B 1084. It remains to be seen whether a
gambling operator that accepts wagers solely through an internet
connection would be similarly convicted.
The third case regarding internet gambling is Casino City,
Inc. v. United States Department ofJustice, Civil Action Number
04-557-B-M3 (2005), filed in the U.S. District Court of Middle
District of Louisiana. Casino City, Inc. is a website that operates
an online casino directory. Casino City, Inc. sued the United
States Department of Justice ("DOJ") in response to a lettersent
by the DOJ to various media outlets, including Clear Channel
CommuniCations, National Association of Broadcasters,
Discovery Communications2 , etc., regarding online gambling
advertising. An excerpt of this letter reads,
"The sheer volume of advertisements for offshore.
sports books and online casinos is troubling because .
· · itrmsleads thepublicin the United States into believing
. that such gambling is legal, when in fact it is notbany
person or entity who aids and abets in the commission ·
of Ooffenses is punishable as a principal violaterband ·
we reserve the right to prosecute violators of the law"
(Catania, 2005).
-,.

,,

~

>

• :.

- ; Several companies received subpoenas from the DOJ
following the receipt of the above letter. Casino City, Inc.
received neither the letter nor a subpoena, but they argued that
the mere threat of a letter and/or subpoena was a violation of their
right to free speech under the First Amendment. Upon dismissing
the- case, the court ruled, "Casino City has failed to show a
ci(!dible threat ~f prosecution ·and plaintiff has failed to establish
it has standing to file this suit as a matter of law under the facts
of this case" (Casino City, Inc. v. United States Department of
Justice, 2005). :. In addition to the lack of a substantial case, the
Court also rul~d that Casino City cannot claim that its First
Amendment lights were violated because the Casino City does
not hav'e the right to advertise illegal activity (Vallerius, 2005,
February 16). This case was a major setback to other advertisers
of online gambling websites that had hoped that the court would
rule that the DOJ's campaign was a violation of the First
Amendment.
As can be seen from the above cases, the law regarding
internet gambling is anything but clear. It will take numerous_
additional court decisions or a new federal law in order to
deterffiine the legality o~ lack of legality regarding the sl!bject.
As mentioned, many website operators are avoiding prosecution
of any kind by staying out of the United States. Congress also seems unwilling to make a decision on the matter. Several laws
have been introduced in the House and in the Senate, but no law
' ~
has been signed.<
~

International

·:

.'

Law:

In addition- to federal and case law the World Trade
Organization ("WTO~') has weighed in on th~ issue by examining
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a complaint made by the small Caribbean state of Antigua and
Barbuda. Several countries, Antigua and Barbuda, Gibraltar,
and others, have legalized online gambling and become havens
for website operators. Many of the countries that have legalized
internet wagering have also set up regulatory bodies to license
website operators. As previously discussed, the methods of
regulation and licensing vary from country to country. Antigua
and Barbuda, however, is a country that takes the online gaming
industry seriously. Antigua and Barbuda claim that the industry
provides "thousands of jobs and millions of dollars in revenue"
for the small country, and they license hundreds of website
operators to set up online gaming businesse~ 1n their country
(Smith & Furlong, 2004, December 3). Their licensing rules are
also strict, requiring background checks and other specifications
be met prior to receiving an operating license. This country is
currently involved in a major dispute with the United States over
its stance on internet gambling. As aforementioned, Congress
and the Department of Justice have taken the stance that internet
gambling violates 18 USC B 1084. Based on this position,
Antigua and Barbuda petitioned the World Trade Organization
to review applicable trade laws, arguing that ~'American laws
prohibiting gambling over wires that cross state lines violate
global trade rules for the services sector" as set forth in the
General Agreement on Trade in Services, also known as GATS
(Economist, 2004, November 20). -Both the United States and
Antigua and Barbuda have signed the GATS and recognize it as
intemationaUaw.
- -·
Antigua and Barbuda's complaint centered on the two
following complaints: (l)United States gambling operators are
widely authorized in the United States, but there is no avenue for
foreign ope~~tors to obtain such authorization, and (2) the United
States. restricts intemati~naf transfers and' payments regarding
internet gambling (WTO Request, 2003).: Antigua and Barbuda
argued that both of these conditions violate the international
agreemenL The United States, however, beti~ves it is justified
in prohibiting i~ternet. gambling across international borders.
The United Statesargw~d that there are substantial differences
between'online gainbling·~md traditional casino gambling,
especially the ability topreventminors from participating (Miller,
2004). Antigua countered that~rgument bypointing out various
laws that prevent fraud, money laundering, and underage
gambling. The United States' inain argument encompassed the
1995 WTO decision that allows national governments "to ban
trade where if has laws to 'protect public morals"' as well as the
c·ontrov'ersial pla~enient by the WTOof inte11let gambling into
the protected category of''otherrecreational services" (Economist,
2004, November 20):' * '
-~:

;;

~~

·'<

'·· _.This. argument~
is; only the fot1rth official dispute
presented to the :WTO regarding GATS, and it is the first
regardi~g the definitio~-~f a nation's right to protect the "public
morals" of its Citizen's (Smith & Furlong, 2004, December 3). On
November 10, 2004 theWorld Trade Organization ruled in favor
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of Antigua and Barbuda, deciding that the United States'
prohibition of internet gambling does in fact "violate global trade
rules for the services sector" (Economist, 2004, November 20).
Although the United States appealed the WTO's decision, the
WTO has upheld its original decision that the United State's
prohibitive stance on internet gambling violates global trade
rules. The body recognized the United States' right to protect the
public morals of its citizens but held that the United States'
policy is discriminatory to foreign countries attempting to provide
services offered by domestic countries (Vallerius, 2005, April
7). The law in question is the U.S. Interstate Horseracing Act that
allows American wagering companies to take bets via the
internet, which the WTO saw as favoring domestic companies.
The United States will likely have up to fifteen months to
incorporate the WTO's ruling into current policies, and it will
remain to be seen what action the United States will take.

Survey Results:

In order to examine internet gambling activity among
college students, a simple survey of250 students at the University
of Arkansas was taken. The complete survey is attached as
Appendix 10. The surveys were entirely anonymous and
randomly distributed. The survey was conducted in a number of
locations, including several classrooms in different colleges and
common areas on campus. Valid results were collected from a
total of 235 students, with age ranges of eighteen years old to
over thirty years old. Of those who chose to reveal their gender,
57 percent of respondents were male and forty-three percent
female. The largest age categories were 21-25 years old (55
percent) and 18-20 years old (24 percent), which is expected
given that the majority of traditional students are within the age
range of 18-23 years.
One of the purposes of the survey was to determine
whether college students are participating in internet gambling.
Based on previous research, millions of people are gambling
online. For example, David Carruthers, CEO ofBETonSPORTS,
PLC, says that his company has" 1.2 million registered customers
in the United States who make 33 million wagers a year"
(Woellert, 2004). This astounding number is from a single
online gambling operator, and there are thousands of other such
companies. Much of the debate regarding internet gambling is
focused on the companies who offer internet gambling, but
individual bettors must be taken into consideration as well. As
mentioned at the beginning of this paper, individuals cannot
depend on ambling websites to give clear answers regarding the
legality of gambling online. Most websites state that internet
gambling is legal in the operator's jurisdiction and that the
individual should follow the laws of local authorities, but it is
unlikely that the majority of individuals will take the time to
research the laws in his or her area. And, even if individuals were
to perform an exhaustive search of relevant laws, they may find,
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as thi paper ha , that law in the United States are rather unclear
and often conflicting on the i ue. Due to the large number of
indi iduals who gamble online every day, it appear that mo t
people are either under the impression that gambling online is
legal or are not concerned that it may be illegal, a question that
was also included in the urvey.
A previously di cus ed, one of the major risk
as ociated with online gaming i underage gambling. In the
United tate . you mu t be twenty-one year old to gamble in
mo t ca ino and eighteen to buy a lottery ticket. In many
countrie the legal age i eighteen years old for all forms of
gambling, and many internet gambling website post the required
age a eighteen years old regardle s of the type of gaming
offered. One egment of young people between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-three that has particularly high exposure to
online gambling i college tudents. Many students have either
a per ·onal computer in their dorm room, apartment, or hou e or
access to a computer on their chool campus. Also orne
tudent have a large amount of recreational time becau e they
do not work full time while attending school. Additionally,
many c liege tudent have acce s to credit card , whether it i
a per onal credit card or a card beLonging to their parents. All of
the ·e factor contribute to the ability of a co!Jege student, orne
of whom are le than 2 1 years o ld, to gamble on the internet.
The tir t question on the urvey was, "Have you ever
gambled (with actual money, as oppo ed to credits or chance to
play additional games) u ing an internet website?" In re ponse
to thi que tion, 84 percent (198 people) answered "No," while
the remaining 16 percent (37 people) answered "Yes." Thi
show that while tudent are certainly gambling on the internet,
it doe not appear to be a majority of tudent .

Have you ever gambled using an internet
website?

at le t twenty times a week, which i almo t daily. It i likely
that gambling with uch a high frequency interferes with other
aspects of the tudent' life. Perhap tho e tudent are gambLing
on the internet when they could be leeping to be more re ted for
cia or work or when they hould be~ u ing on preparing for
cia se or exam . (Note: The ational Council on Problem
Gambling reports that frequency doe not indkate "whether or
not [a gambler] bas a gambling problem.'' In tead. problem
gambling is indicated by a "person' inability to control the
gambling.'')

Frequency of Internet Gamblng

!f
~

8.

m

Q:
~

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Seldom

1-5
5-10 10-20 More
Times Times Times than 20
Times

Episodes Per Month
The third que lion on the urvey applicable to tudent who
gamble online wa , "When you gamble on the internet, how
much time do you spend at one se. ion?" Only 3 percent of
tudent replied that they gambled online "More than 6 hours" at
a time. The other respon es were pread among the remaining
options, with a light majority of tudents (forty-one percent)
aying they gambled " l-2 hour "at a tim . A with frequency,
the amoLtnt of time spent is also not indicative of a problem
gambler.

Time Spent During One Session of Internet
Gambling

Yes

16%
~
II)

c

&.

No
84%

Sl

a:

16
14
12
10
8

6
4
2
o ~~~~~===-~~~~~~~

The next four questions were pecific to tudents who
replied "'Yes'' to the fir ·t que lion. In regard to the second
que tion, "If you gamble on the internet, how often," 16 of the
thirty- ·even tudent , whore ponded a having gambled on the
internet, aid they gambled " l-5 times per month ." The econd
most frequent re pan e as ·seldom. No more than 5 time a
year.'' lntere tingly, the thirdmo t frequent re ponse was "'More
than 20 time per month.'' Six tudents out of 37 are gambling
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Less than
30 Minutes

31-59
Minutes

1-2 Hours

More than
6 Hours

The fourth question was, "Each time you gamble on the
internet, how much money do you win or lo e on a erage?"
While 8 percent of respondent said that they ·'Win more than
I 00" each time they gamble, 22 percent aid they "Lo e $1$99." The mo t frequent re pon e wa "Win $0-$99."
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Average Amount Won or Lost Each Session
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Do you think it is legal in the United States for
a person to gamble on the internet?
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Lose $1-$99 Break Even Win $0-$99

0

Win more
than $100

Students were a! o asked, "When you gamble on the
internet, do you ever worry that you will not receive your
winning from the website?'' to address the que tion of fraudulent
operators. A large majority of tudenls, 73 percent aid that that
'No," they did not worry about not receiving winnings from
internet gambling web ite . Still, more than one in four were
concerned about this issue.

Do you ever worry that you wil not receive
your winnings from the website?
Yes

Not Sure

The Ia t que tion addre sed olely to student who gamble
online was about the type of gambling tudent participate in.
The optional re ponses were, "Ca ino Games (Blackjack. etc.),"
"Sport Betting," "Poker." and "Other" or a combination of any
of the options. Eight student re ponded that they solely played
poker online, and 7 tudents said they participated in sport
betting only. The other re pon es primarily included ome
combination of casino game , poker, and sports betting.
The remaining three questions were to be an wered by
all survey participants and addres ed the legality of internet
gambling and traditional gambling. ln respon e to the que tion,
"Do you think it i legal in the United tate for a person to
gamble on the internet?" 62 percent of ali re pondent replied
"Yes." Twenty-four percent were not ure, and 14 percent aid
"No." These result are quite interesting, since all of the students
surveyed were Arkansas resident , a state which prohibit all
form of gambling.
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No

The next question was, "Would you gamble on the internet
if you were certain that it was illegal?" Out of235 students, 173
(74 percent) re ponded "No." Thirty-eight , tudent were not
sure, and 24 student aid "Ye ."

Would you gamble on the internet if you were
certain that it was illegal?

~
c:
&.

200
150

£ 100
Not Sure

73%

Yes

Yes

No

The fmal que tion a ked, "Do you gamb le using any
traditional methods, uch a lottery ticket or casinos?" Fortyfour percent of students re ponded that " o"' they do not gamble
by traditional method , while 56 percent of tudents replied
"Ye ."

Do you gamble using any traditional methods?

No
44%

Overall, the re ult of the urvey were very interesting.
While only a small number of total studenL urveyed re ponded
as having gambled on the internet, their re pon e to the other
que tion certainly hed . orne Light on the way they gamble.
Additionally, other factor mu t be taken into consideration
when reviewing the result . There i a chance that tudents may
not have accurately complete the urvey, possibly not wanting to
admit that they have gambled on the internet or even choo ing to
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overstate or understate the amount of time and money spent on
the activity. Overall, the survey demonstrates that some college
students do gamble, and those who do are certainly affected by
the lack of clear, substantial law and/or regulation in the industry.

Future Legal Environment:
The decision to either regulate or definitively outlaw internet
gambling in the United States is a complicated issue, and it is
likely that the issue will continue to be debated. At this point in
time, the future of internet gambling is uncertain, and there are
several different topics to review regarding the future of this
industry.
Attempts at officially prohibiting internet gambling have
been made in the past. In the last session of the U.S. Congress
several bills circulated regarding internet gambling, and one, the
Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, was actually passed
by the House of Representatives. This law would have made it
illegal for credit card companies to make transactions relating to
internet gambling. This bill, however, was never voted on by the
Senate. Despite the fact that the bill was never signed into law,
several credit card companies have taken action to prevent their
cards from being used at internet gambling websites. Bank One
has enacted a policy to no longer process transactions from
websites that it can identify as internet gambling businesses. J.P.
Morgan Chase, Discover, and American Express also attempt to
block internet gambling transactions whenever possible (Ahles,
2003). The effectiveness of such attempts vary among companies
and internet gambling websites. In 2003, PayPal settled a
disagreement with the U.S. Attorney's office regarding assisting
in the funding of online gambling activity. The settlement
included a $10 million payment to the federal government but
"no admission or finding of criminal activity" (Simonson, 2003).
PayPa\, which is now owned by Ebay, recently began fining
customers who use the payment service for prohibited activities,
including online gambling, up to $500 (Wall Street Journal,
2004, September 14). Payment methods are a controversial
aspect of the internet gambling industry even though an official
law has not been made regarding the issue.
One state, North Dakota, has recently attempted to set forth
a law regarding online poker. North Dakota State Representative
James Kasper proposed HB 1509, the Internet Poker Bill, which
proposed legalizing and regulating online poker in the state of
North Dakota. This law would require an annual licensing fee for
players and operators and would accept bets from the other 49
sta.tes .in the U.S., wi~h. the exception of states making a legal
obJectiOn to such act1v1ty (Humphrey, 2005). Representative
Kasper predicted that this bill would create $40 million in
revenue for the state of North Dakota. Although the bill passed
North Dakota's House of Representatives, a letter received from
the Department of Justice might have influenced the vote in the
Senate. In response to a request for clarification regarding
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federal law on the issue, the DOJ sent a letter to North Dakota
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem, stating that the law would
in factviolate the Wire Act, Travel Act, and the Anti-Gambling
Act (Smith, 2005). Despite several attorneys' testimony that the
federal laws apply only to sports gambling, the North Dakota
Senate defeated the bill by a vote of 44-3, squashing the chance
of establishing legalized online poker in North Dakota (Interactive
Gatrling News 2005).
:· Georgia, like North Dakota, is debating an internet gambling
issue. A 2005 bill, HI3 346, was recently passed by the Georgia
House of Representatives· which would allow the sale of lottery
tickets online. In order to participate, a person would go to a
Georgia lottery retailer, present a driver license and social
security card to prove eligibility to play, and pay a $3 application
processing' fee~ Once a player is deemed eligible and establishes
an ac~ount tmough the website, he or she would be able to
participate· in the Georgia lottery through a Georgia lottery
website, .paying with certified funds, a debit card, or other
electronic transaction. In an attempt to gain support from
existing retailers who feared that access to the lottery through the
internet would result in a loss ofbusiness, retailers who originally
register participants to play online would be compensated "in an
amount not less th~m 1% of the total amount spent online by an '
individual who initially registered ...from that retailer's place of
business" (Georgia HB 346, 2005). This bill has been reviewed
by the Geogia Senate, and it is currently awaiting a vote by that
body.
The international. environme~t is also rapidly changing.
While federal, state, and case law seems to be Jacking definitive
prohibition of online ·gambling, international laws and laws of.
other countries are also unclear. Several countries are similarly.
struggling with the question of whether to regulate or altogether
prohibit online gambling. The United Kingdom is currently
addressing this issue. The Gambling Bill, which has passed the
Parliament and is currently waiting to be signed by the Prime
Mi~~ster, would crea,te an overhaul of the United Kingdom's
existing gambling laws, including laws regarding internet
gambling. Currently, residents'of the United Kingdom cari ·.
participate in. online· gambling hut cannot establish internet
gambling operations. This proposed law, however, would
change· existing law ~Y.• both ·permitting residents to gamble
through "remote technologies" (which include telephone, internet,
television, radio, and any other communications technology)
and also allowing a Gall1bling Commission to grant licenses to
establish remote gambling operations (Department for Culture, ,
Media and Sport, 2004f ·As proposed in the bill, the United :
Kingdom Gambling Commission would be able to grant licenses •
to remote operators, which would include certain specifications.
regarding the operator's ability to prevent underage gambling.
(House ofCominons Gambling Bill, 2004). Certainly, this law,.
if passed; would be a huge victory for internet gambling operators ..
It will also be interesting to view the reaction by opponents of.
internet gambling in t~e. United States. If the United Kingdom
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is able to effectively regulate online gambling, it is likely that
other countries will follow its lead.

There are many laws in the United States which could be
interpreted as prohibiting internet gambling, but there has not yet
been a definitive court ruling or legislative action supporting that
interpretation. Additionally, current events in the internet
gambling industry have varying implications for the status of
internet gambling in the United States. As indicated by the
events in North Dakota and Georgia, this issue will most likely
be brought up in other states interested in establishing a presence
of some kind in the online gaming industry. It is also clear that
laws vary immensely from state to state, so it seems logical that
the United States Congress might need to step in at some point
to create a definitive law that would prevent confusion and
conflict resulting from differing laws across state borders. On
the other hand, gambling has traditionally been a state issue, and
Congress may continue to allow individual states to determine
internet gambling laws as well.
·-

The international arena also poses challenges for the United
State's current stance of prohibition. The W()rld Trade
Organization's recent ruling upholding its original ruling that the
official U.S. opinion on internet gambling violates trade rules is
in direct opposition to the United States; Additionally, mice the
United Kingdom's Gambling Bill is officially signed into law,
the United States may be forced to defend· its opposition to
United States citizens' participation in internet gambling in
much the same way it had to in the ·Antigua and Barbuda
disagreement.
This paper has discussed many of the issues surrounding
internet gambling, including the influence of United States state,
federal: and case laws, ,as .well as internati~nal laws, on the
industry. A survey of college students was also presented and
analyied and there was adiscussion of the benefits and dn1wbacks
of prohibition and regulation of internet ganibling. Overall, the
industry seems to be "buyer beware" at the moment. A lack of
regulation leaves players vulnerable to dishonest operators, and
the lack of a definitive law leaves website operators open to
prosecution. Despite these risks,· adults, including college
students, are gambling because website operators are willing to
provide that service to players in the United States and around the
world.
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6.
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www.jackpoijoy.com
www.bingocabin.com

Appendix 2: List of Countries that License Gambling
Operators

Conclusion:

Appendix 1: List
Websites

9.
10.
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WWw.partypoker:Com
~
Www .cyberspoi:tsbook.com
www.sunvegas.com
www.wildjack.com
www.888casino.com
www.sportingbet.com.au
www.freeslots.com·· ·••::E_":
www.ultimatebet.com .
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Kahnawake
Tasmania
Australia
British Channel Islands (Alderny)
Hong Kong
Vanuatu
Antigua & Barbuda
Malta
Isle of Man
Curacao
Panama
Denmark
Estonia
Luxemborg
Netherlands Antilles

Appendix 3:1nternet Gambling Survey
Sex: M F
Age: 18-20 21-25 26-29 30+
l.Have you ever gambled (with actual money, as opposed to credits
or chances to play additional games) using an internet website?
Yes
No
If you have never gambled on an internet site, please skip to
question 7.
2. If you gamble on the internet, how often?
_ Seldom. No more than 5 times per year.
_ 1-5 times per month
_ 5-10 times per month
_ 10-20 times per month
_ More than 20 times per month
3. When you gamble on the internet, how much time do you spend
at one session?
Less than 30 minutes
31-59 minutes
1-2 hours
3-6hours
More than 6 hours
Each time you gamble on the internet, how much money do you
win or lose on average?
Lose more than $100
Lose $1-$99
Break Even (Lose $0, Win $0)
_ Win$0-$99
Win more than $100
When you gamble on the internet, do you ever worry that you will
not receive your winnings from
the website?
Yes
_No
6. When you gamble on the internet, what kinds of gambling do you
do?
_ Casino Games (Blackjack, etc.)
_ Sports Betting
Poker
Other ( Specify) --~--:--:--:--:--:-------:----:
7. Do you think it is legal in the United States for a person to gamble
on the internet?
Yes
No
Not Sure

4.

=

5.
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8. Would you gamble on the internet if you were certain that it was
illegal?
Yes
No
Not Sure
9. Do you gamble using any traditional methods, such as lottery
tickets or casinos?
Yes
No

Endnotes:
1

See Appendix 3 for complete statute.
Discovery Communications claims that $3.25 million received from
Tropical Paradise, a Costa Rican casino operator, to run advertisements
during the Travel Channel's (a division of Discovery Communications)
World Poker Tour was seized by United States marshals. Tropical
Paradise is now suing Discovery to recover the money
2

Faculty comment:
Professor John Norwood was extremely complimentary
about Ms. Wells' work. He said,
I am pleased to support the submission of the paper
"Internet Gambling: Fair Game in the United States,"
by Brandice Wells, for publication in Inquiry. I worked
with Brandy on this project, and observed first hand
her diligence, professionalism, and attention to detail.
The resulting paper is both original and thorough,
and one of the finest undergraduate papers I have
ever read.
Brandy's paper is in three parts. In the first part she
reviews the many federal and state laws that are
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potentially applicable to internet gambling. In her
complete thesis she discussed all of the federal laws
that might apply, but for purposes of brevity in this
version of the paper she discusses only the federal
Wire Act. Her conclusion is that no federal law
specifically addresses the issue of internet gambling,
and although the federal government has taken the
position that such activities violate federal law, this is
not universally accepted. In the second part of the
paper she discusses the few cases which have been
decided that involve internet gambling. Once again
the legality of such activities is open to debate.
ThethirdpartofBrandy'spaperisthemostinteresting.
This is where she presents the result of a survey that
she took of University of Arkansas students. She
surveyed more than 250 students, from
undergraduates to law students. Her findings provide
some insight as to the number of college students who
engage in internet gambling, the kinds of wagers that
they make, and the amount of money that they win or
lose. So far as I know such a survey has never been
conducted on this campus, and the information
revealed is both interesting and disturbing.
In summary, this is a truly outstanding project by a
superior student. In fact, Brandy was recently named
the OutstandingGraduating Senior of this college,
and is also graduating Summa Cum Laude and as a
First Ranked Senior Scholar. I would say that she is in
the top ten of all students I have encountered in my 32
years of college teaching.
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